Serving: Carvel, Darwell, Drayton Valley, Duffield, Entwistle, Evansburg, Fallis, Gainford,
Parkland County, Seba Beach, Tomahawk, Wabamun, Wildwood, Spruce Grove and Stony Plain.
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SUMMER 2020 AT
TIPPLE PARK MUSEUM
Submitted by Tipple Park
Museum
Tipple Park Museum is
excited to announce our
partial re-opening! We are
offering summer programming for children of all
ages. Little ones can enjoy

our Half-pint Craft Hours
on certain Fridays. Children
aged 7-12 are invited to join
our Pioneer, Nature, and Viking Day Camps! Pre-registration will be required
for all programming at this
time. On Fridays and Saturdays we will be open to

the public from 10-5:00 so
don’t forget to check out
our “Entwistle: The Toughest Town on the Frontier”
exhibit. For full details on
our program offerings and
our re-opening please visit: www.tippleparkmuseum.
net

A 120 KM JOURNEY
- 1 STEP AT A TIME

Submitted by Pembina
Lobstick Historical Society
In mid-June, Jakob Kubke
walked from Edmonton to
Evansburg over three days,
for a total of about 120km.
When he was asked “Why?”

his response was the following.
“I like hiking, but I love
distance walking.
You don’t have to keep
looking at your feet. In fact,
you don’t have to think
about walking at all, so it

is very meditative. You are
free to always look around.
I like seeing a familiar area
from a different perspective. It really makes one see
how huge this country is.
Continued on Page 3
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CANADA INVESTS IN
CLEAN TECHNOLOGY
FOR ALBERTA’S NATURAL
RESOURCES SECTORS
Submitted by Gerald
Soroka, MP for Yellowhead
OTTAWA: Gerald Soroka,
Member of Parliament for
Yellowhead, and Deputy

Shadow Minister for Natural Resources (Forestry and
Mining) is pleased to inform
constituents that the government will be investing
$6 million in our Natural
Resources sector.

The investment is being
made as part of the Canadian Emissions Reduction Innovation Network (CERIN)
initiative, which aims at accelerating the development
of technologies that reduce
methane emissions in the
oil and gas sector.
These investments will
inform protocols and standards for the detection
and mitigation of methane
emissions. This investment
builds on private sector
investments and innovations that have transformed
Canada’s oil and gas sector
into one of the cleanest and
most ethical in the world.
For more information on
CERIN, please visit https://
bit.ly/CERIN-GS
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A 120 km JOURNEY - 1 STEP AT A TIME
Continued from Page 1
It’s an opportunity to simply get out and enjoy the outdoors, live in the moment,
and reflect. And you barely
have to spend a penny to do
it.
My first three-day walk was
in England; it was a bit of a
“pilgrimage”. My destination
was a cathedral. A pilgrimage
is simply a walk with a spiritual destination. But people
usually discover that with
pilgrimage the journey is
more important than the destination. The adventure, the
challenge, the patience, the
build-up -- that’s what makes
the destination all that much
better. Pilgrimage is a physical enactment of a journey
happening inside of you. It
represents the journey of life
in condensed form, with its
ups and downs. In my experience, it was a powerful symbol of the journey to heaven,
and reaching the cathedral
felt very much like heaven on

earth.
But people can undertake
a pilgrimage even if they are
non-religious. When walking
for a long period, away from
the distractions of everyday
life, your mind is forced to
work through questions and
issues that you may be putting off with distractions. It
can force you to face yourself,
examine yourself, even if it
is difficult. The Journey, both
physically and inwardly, can
be known by everyone. And,
no offence to Evansburg, the
destination doesn’t actually
have to be all that astounding.
Additionally, I usually undertake my walks with some
historical thinking in mind.
This time, I was sort of “re
-enacting” the journey of Mr.
Harry Evans, who made a
journey from Edmonton to
the Pembina River in 1907 in
hopes of establishing a coal
mine. I went on foot over
three days. Apparently, it took
him two days on horseback.
My journey was 113 years af-

ter his.
Day 1
I began at the Legislature
building which would have
been under construction in
1907. I had some family and
a friend see me off which was
great!
It took me about 3 hours
to get out of Edmonton. I
walked along highway 628
for 6 hours straight, which
felt very long indeed. Dealing
with traffic can be annoying,
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but for the most part it wasn’t
too bad.
My first destination was my
parents’ house near Stony
Plain. It turned out to be
45km and it took 10 hours.
My father joined me for the
final three hours, which was
a big morale boost. Day 1 was
not kind to my feet. I was
wearing new shoes, and I got
some pretty bad blisters.
Continued on Page 5
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ALBERTA RECEIVES $244 MILLION TO
FUND PRESSING INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS

Submitted by Gerald Soroka, MP for Yellowhead
Gerald Soroka, Member of
Parliament for Yellowhead,
would like to inform constituents that Alberta has received $244 million through
the federal Gas Tax Fund
(GTF) for the 2020–21 fiscal

year to fund its most pressing infrastructure needs.
The GTF provides communities with stable and flexible funding for their infrastructure priorities across a
wide range of categories.
The table below indicates
the recipient and allocation
2020-21 ($) distribution to
the Yellowhead communities, excluding administrative funding.
Alberta Beach 58,231
Betula Beach SV 5,915
Breton 50,000
Brazeau County 444,515
Burnstick Lake SV 5,858
Caroline 50,000
Clearwater County (Mu-

nicipal District) 683,389
Drayton Valley 413,855
Edson 481,295
MD of Greenview No.16 549,994
Hinton 565,267
I.D. No 12 Jasper National
Park 50,000
Jasper 262,556
Mayerthorpe 75,506
Kapasiwin 5,572
Lac Ste. Anne County (Municipal District) 623,442
Leduc County (Municipal
District) 788,240
Lakeview SV 6,716
Parkland County (Municipal District) 1,836,004
Point Alison SV 5,572
Rocky Mountain House

379,533
Ross Haven SV 14,152
Seba Beach SV 14,667
Silver Sands SV 14,152
South View SV 8,833
Sunset Point SV 14,667
Thorsby 58,060
Val Quentin SV 19,415
Wabamun 50,000
Warburg 50,000
West Cove SV 13,523
I.D. No. 25 (Willmore Wilderness) 50,000
Yellowhead County (Municipal District) 628,933
Yellowstone SV 12,837
More information on the
Federal Gas Tax Fund to
Alberta can be found at
https://bit.ly/AB-GTF
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A 120 km JOURNEY - 1 STEP AT A TIME
Continued from Page 3
Day 2
I had a friend join me the first
three hours. When I first started
walking, I was basically limping. But as you get going, your
body forgets the pain somehow,
to an extent.
The countryside was quite
pretty. I was never too far from
the railroad this day. Mr. Evans perhaps travelled near the
tracks which were being laid
down right around this time.
My feet hurt pretty badly, so
I had no idea how far I could
make it. I told myself I would
do 30km and have my mother
pick me up at that point, which
would be relatively close to
Wabamun Provincial Park. My
original destination was the
village of Wabamun. Shortly after getting on the north-bound
range road that would have the
30km mark, I saw the Yellowhead far off. As soon as I saw the
highway, I got a burst of morale,
and told myself that I would
reach my destination that day,
no matter what. I told myself,
“If I’m not crawling, why would
I ever stop?”
In the last few minutes while
in the Provincial Park, it began to rain. Then it poured. My
shoes got full of water. But then
I managed to make it to the village, which felt pretty awesome.
Day 3
The final day was very beautiful, and much nicer on the
feet. I followed the lakeshore
road along Lake Wabamun for
a good while. The train comes
very close to the lake at certain times, which looked quite
unique.
I managed to walk along a
service road along the highway for a while. The whole trip,
I only had to walk right on the
highway for about 30 minutes,
which was a blessing.
The Magnolia train bridge
looked pretty cool on foot, even
though I’ve seen it hundreds of
times from the car. I eventually
passed a sign designating the
location of the old Magnolia
school.
In 1863 a British Explorer
named Lord Milton travelled
across Canada. He crossed the

Pembina river near what is
now Entwistle on June 11, 1863.
I crossed 157 years later. Some
supporters welcomed me into
town -- shoutout to Liz and
Kim!
Realizing I came all this way
just on foot felt pretty awesome.
It definitely renewed my appreciation for the size of this great
country!”
Jakob is currently working as
the librarian at Entwistle Public Library. Over the past four
summers Jakob has also been
a staff member at Tipple Park
Museum.
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MISERICORDIA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
NOW UNDER FULL FACILITY OUTBREAK

Submitted by Alberta
Health Services
EDMONTON – The Misericordia Community Hospital
is now under a full facility
outbreak due to ongoing
transmission of COVID-19.
No patients will be admitted to the hospital and day
procedures and visits will be
postponed or rescheduled at
another Edmonton hospital.
In order to reduce the risk
of further transmission of
COVID-19, all services at the
Misericordia are temporarily
closed to incoming patients.
Patients are being contacted
and will be cared for and/or
rescheduled at another Edmonton hospital. We appreciate your patience at this
time.
The full facility outbreak
extends to all adult and child
services including the Emergency Department. Patients
should not visit the Miseri-

cordia, and should instead
visit one of the other hospitals within the Edmonton
Zone or call 911 if needed.
This step is a necessary extension of the progressive
outbreak restrictions put in
place on July 6, with those
restrictions now encompassing all patient services
at the Misericordia.
Patients within the hospital
will continue to receive the
treatment, care and support
they need. In order to keep
everyone safe visitors will be
restricted to end-of-life situations only.
Arrangements will be made
for labouring mothers to deliver at Grey Nuns Community Hospital.
Alberta Health Services
and Covenant Health continue to aggressively manage this outbreak.
“Activating the full facility outbreak is necessary at
this time to protect patients,

staff and physicians. We acknowledge the challenges
these additional restrictions
create for patients, families,
staff and physicians,” said Dr.
David Zygun, Medical Director, AHS Edmonton Zone.
Ongoing
transmission
means that this is a necessary step to protect patients,
staff and physicians and to
ensure that the outbreak can
be managed as efficiently
and effectively as possible.”
“The safety of our patients,
staff, physicians and visitors remains our number
one priority,” said Dr. Owen
Heisler, Chief Medical Officer, Covenant Health. “Covenant Health, Alberta Health
Services and our teams continue to work tirelessly and
collaboratively, taking every possible step to respond
with compassion to this
challenging situation and to
ensure a safe environment
for care.”

As of this morning, there
are 20 patients at the hospital who have tested positive
for COVID-19 in relation to
this outbreak. In addition, 15
staff members have tested
positive. Admitted patients
who have tested positive for
COVID-19 are being treated
on two units within the hospital.
Sadly, three patients linked
to this outbreak have passed
away. Our thoughts are with
the family members and
loved ones of all three patients at this difficult time.
Alberta Health Services is
the provincial health authority responsible for planning
and delivering health supports and services for more
than four million adults and
children living in Alberta. Its
mission is to provide a patient-focused, quality health
system that is accessible and
sustainable for all Albertans.
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20 MILLION FREE MASKS
AVAILABLE PROVINCEWIDE
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Albertans have another chance to pick up free non-medical face masks at the counter
or drive-thru of their local A&W, McDonald’s Canada or Tim Hortons restaurant.
Submitted by Government of Alberta
Masks are now available at
more than 700 partner restaurant locations, including those
without drive-thru service,
adding more than 100 new
locations and expanding the
availability of masks to Albertans. No purchase is necessary
to pick up masks in restaurants, either at the counter or
through drive-thrus.
A&W, McDonald’s Canada, and Tim Hortons partner
restaurants are handing out
eight masks per person for this
distribution. Albertans are encouraged to pick up masks for
family and friends to reduce
traffic at partner restaurant locations. Masks will be available
at restaurants while supplies
last.
“Albertans don’t shy away
from hard work when there is
a job to do. Right now, it’s our
job to continue to do the work
needed to prevent the spread
of COVID-19 as our province
relaunches. Washing your
hands regularly, practising
physical distancing, and wearing a mask when physical distancing isn’t possible will help
keep us all safe.” - Jason Kenney, Premier
A larger number of long-term
care and supportive living,
seniors facilities, community
groups, social service organizations, libraries, court houses
and places of worship will be
distributing masks to their residents, clients and members.
Municipalities without easy
access to a partner restaurant
location are again being supplied with masks to distribute
to their residents, as are First
Nations communities and Metis Settlements.
Four million masks are being provided to 20 transit systems across Alberta, including
Calgary and Edmonton, to be
used by transit riders. 7-Eleven
Canada has generously donated logistics support to ship and
deliver these masks and distri-

bution supplies from the government warehouse to each
participating transit service.
Wearing a non-medical mask
when it’s difficult to maintain physical distancing of
two metres is one way we can
continue to limit the spread of
COVID-19 as we relaunch our
province. This initiative is a
key part of Alberta’s Relaunch
Strategy to safely reopen our
economy while protecting Albertans from COVID-19.

“This is the only initiative
of its kind in Canada and it’s
a key support to our safe relaunch. Like other provinces,
we strongly recommend people follow public health advice on distancing, and wear a
mask when that’s not possible.
And we’re the only province
in Canada that’s backing up
that advice with free masks to
socialize their use. Thank you
to our partners A&W, McDonald’s Canada, and Tim Hor-

tons for again stepping up to
support us – and to 7-Eleven
Canada for volunteering to
ship masks to transit services.
And, of course, thanks to municipalities, First Nations and
Metis communities, places of
worship, social services organizations, seniors facilities and
others who are helping us get
masks to as many Albertans
as possible.” - Tyler Shandro,
Minister of Health
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A MESSAGE FROM MLA MARK SMITH

Submitted by MLA Mark
Smith | Drayton Valley –
Devon Constituency
As our province continues
to see success in containing
COVID-19 and reopening the
economy, it is time to look to
the future. On June 29, our
government announced an
ambitious Economic Recovery Plan. Focused on creating
jobs, building up our province, and diversifying the
economy for the future, this
plan introduces new measures and investments that

will help get Albertans back
to work.
As part of Alberta’s Economic Recovery Plan, our
government is investing in
infrastructure projects which
will create tens of thousands
of jobs in the near term, and
fuel prosperity for years to
come. In total, the Recovery
Plan is expected to create
50,000 jobs, many of which
will be related to the construction and maintenance of
Alberta’s critical infrastructure. Some of the projects included in the plan are gas line

extensions, twinning of highways, treatment facilities for
Albertans recovering from
addiction, and projects to
support Alberta’s agricultural industry. Our constituency
specifically will benefit from
work that will be taking place
on two highway bridges that
are part of Leduc County,
both fall into our riding of
Drayton Valley-Devon.
Alberta’s recovery plan will
also see the accelerated diversification of our economy. As part of this plan the
corporate tax rate in Alberta

has been reduced to 8 percent, making our province
the most attractive place to
do business in Canada. Other measures will support
growth in high-opportunity
sectors like petrochemical
manufacturing,
minerals,
technology, finance, and
more. The new Innovation
Employment Grant will be
aimed at creating jobs at
smaller companies by providing a refundable tax credit
to companies that invest in
research and development.
This recovery plan will support Alberta’s oil and gas industry while boosting opportunities in other sectors.
This week, applications also
opened for grants to support small businesses safely
reopening in Alberta. From
June 29 to August 31, smalland medium-sized businesses, co-ops, and non-profits
with less than 500 employees
can apply for up to $5,000 of
funding to help with their relaunch through the Small and
Medium Enterprise Relaunch
Grant program. This funding will help businesses who
have lost a significant portion of their revenues reopen
safely, and help get Albertans
back to work. Please visit
alberta.ca/sme-relaunchgrant.aspx for more details.
The Government of Alberta supported COVID-19 response efforts by offering
to match donations up to
$2 million to eight designated Alberta-based registered
charities made between April
15 and May 31. Albertans
showed their love for community and giving spirit in
this challenging pandemic
and raised about $7 million
for those COVID-19 fundraising campaigns. Those
donations are helping to feed
the hungry, care for seniors,
support at-risk children, and
keep Albertans employed. I
want to give my own thankyou to the countless organizations that are supporting
their communities during
COVID-19 and to the Albertans who generously support
them.
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ALBERTA FISH & WILDLIFE AND PARKLAND
RCMP PATROL LOCAL WATERWAYS

Submitted by RCMP Alberta
Stony Plain, Alta. - During the
weekend of July 4 and 5, 2020,
Parkland RCMP and local Alberta Fish and Wildlife officers
teamed up to patrol the local
waterways. The officers ran
compliance checks, not only
to educate but to ensure safety
for boaters and fishermen.
On Saturday, July 4, 2020,
50 boats were checked. Officers wrote several inspection
warnings and Alberta Fish and
Wildlife laid nine charges.
On Sunday, July 5, 2020, at
Wabamun Lake and Jackfish
Lake, officers checked over 150
boats and spoke to numerous

shore fishermen. Warnings
were given out, a few tickets
were issued and one person
was arrested for impaired operation. Alberta Fish & Wildlife and Parkland RCMP found
that there was approximately
a 90% compliancy rate, a significant change from two years
ago when compliancy was at
50%.
RCMP and Alberta Fish &
Wildlife would like to remind
the public that the same laws
regarding the impaired operation of a conveyance (which
includes boats, watercrafts and
motor vehicles) apply if you’re
on the water or the road.
If a person’s blood alcohol
level is between 0.05 to 0.08,

the first offence is a minimum
$1000 fine, immediate 3-day
license suspension and 3-day
vehicle seizure. The length of
suspension and the number of
days the vehicle is seized increases per offence.
If a person’s blood alcohol is
over 0.08, the first offence is
a minimum $1,000 fine, sustained license suspension,
3-day vehicle seizure, must
complete the Government
of Alberta’s Planning Ahead
course at a cost of $275. The
number of days the vehicle is
seized and the cost of the impact course increase per offence.
Passengers (never the operator) on a boat are permitted

to consume alcohol if the boat
meets certain criteria. To legally consume alcohol on a boat,
it must be moored or anchored
with permanent cooking and
sleeping facilities, and a permanent bathroom. If the boat
meets those requirements, the
passengers are allowed to consume alcohol. Fishing boats
and general pleasure-craft
don’t meet this criteria, but
some house boats do.
Officers will remain visible
on the lakes and rivers of the
area for the remainder of this
season and into the next to
ensure the safety of all users.
Remember, life jackets for everyone, enjoy your summer
and stay safe.
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FIVE TOP GOLF TIPS TO
HELP BOOST YOUR GAME
(NC) When it comes to golf,
it’s the little things that can
have the biggest impact on
your game. Whether it’s your
first attempt, or 10th season,
golf expert Bob Weeks has got
you covered at the links this
summer with these five tips:
Choose the right clubs: Regardless of your experience or
skill level, choosing the right
equipment can be the difference between duffing it and
striking the ball straight down
the fairway. It’s important to
work with a professional to
get the clubs best-suited to

your game and then, to have
them custom fit. You should
be fit for the length, loft, lie
angle, shaft flex and even the
grip size. If your clubs aren’t
custom fit, it will be like walking around in shoes that are
the wrong size.
Get on the ball: Choose the
right kind of golf ball for your
game. While golf balls all look
the same, it’s what’s inside
that determines if it’s right for
you. Golf balls fall into two categories: distance or control.
Distance balls are generally
two-piece balls with a large

core and a cover. They are
harder and better suited for
higher handicappers or beginners. Control balls, usually
three- or four-piece balls, are
softer and spin more meaning they will land on the green
and stop. More skillful players
should use these.
Consider
the
elements:
Weather is always a factor in
golf and dealing with it must
always be considered. For instance, in cold temperatures,
the ball will travel shorter
distances, so take more club.
The opposite is true for warm-

er temperatures. If you’re
playing into the wind, swing
easy as that will keep the ball
from spinning too much and
rising up into the breezes.
And downwind, make sure
to judge the intensity of the
breezes so you can choose
the proper club. Your ball will
roll further than normal on a
downwind shot so take that
into account.
Putting and chipping is priority: Lots of players like to
boom their drives and will
spend a lot of time on the
range hitting their drivers.
But if you want to improve
your scores, you should spend
more time working on your
putting and chipping. Since
most average players miss a
lot of greens, the best way to
save strokes is by chipping it
close and making more putts.
Focus more on your short
game than your drive and you
will improve.
Play the 19th hole: Win or
lose, there’s no better way
to celebrate than hitting the
19th hole. Less is often more
in golf and the same applies
when considering what to
eat and drink after a round.
Molson Canadian 67 for example is specially brewed with
67 calories and an ABV of 3%
per 341ml, offering a light, refreshing alternative for active
players.

www.newscanada.com
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Classified Ads - Call 962-9228
Classified Policy
CLASSIFIED RATES INCLUDE GST.
1st 20 Words: First Insertion = $6.00;
Subsequent insertion = $3.00 each.
Each additional word is 20 cents per
word, per insertion. BOLD/CAPITAL
text available for an additional $1/
line. Lost & Found and To Give Away
(up to a max. of 25 words) are free of
charge. Ads must be paid in advance
either by cheque, cash, Visa or
Mastercard. No Refunds Allowed on
Classified Ads. DEADLINE: is Thurs.
4:00 pm (Wed. 4:00 pm on long
weekends). Classified ads may be
called in to the COMMUNITY VOICE
office at (780) 962-9228, emailed
to:
classifieds@com-voice.com,
dropped off at Onoway Registries,
or mailed with your ad and payment
to: COMMUNITY VOICE, BAG 3595,
SPRUCE GROVE, AB T7X 3A8. Ads
may also be placed on the web at
www.com-voice.com/classified.htm

Hall Rentals

Cherhill Community
Kevin 780-785-8153

Assoc.

Hall,

Darwell Centennial Hall, 780-8923099
Darwell Seniors, Phone Debra 780785-2907
Duffield Hall, 892-2425
Entwistle Community League Hall
Rentals, Call Cheryl at 780-515-1755
Entwistle Senior’s Drop In Centre,
Barb 727-2108 or Glennis 727-4367
Mon-Fri

4044
Moon Lake Community Hall, Diane
780-514-4694
Park Court Hall, call or text Karyn 780712-3918

Smithfield Community Hall, Wanita
780-718-8824.
Tomahawk & District Sports Agra,
Bookings: Kathy 780-339-3773.
Wabamun Jubilee Hall, 892-2699.

Parkland Village Community Centre,
780-298-9155 @PVCCentre

Wildwood Community Hall, 325-2180
or 780-514-6105

Ravine Community Hall, 325-2391

Wildwood Rec Complex 325-2077 or
514-8944

Rich Valley Community Hall, 9673696 or 967-5710
Rosenthal Community Hall, 963-7984

Wildwood Senior’s Hall, 325-3787 or
325-2391

Evansburg Senior’s Heritage House,
Dennis 727-4186
Evansburg Legion, upper hall 250
people, 727-3879
Fallis Community Hall, 892-3150
Gunn Hall (G.A.R.S.) 780-951-9452
Keephills Hall, 731-3761
Lake Isle Community Hall, PH: 780892-3121 or Email: lakeislehall@mail.
com
Lake Romeo PeaVine Hall, 785-2700

Bright Bank Hall, 780-968-6813
Camp Encounter, Vincent Mireau
Camp
Director.
director@
campencounter.com. C: 780-5042012 W: 780-967-2548

Magnolia Hall, 727-2015
Manley Goodwill Community Hall,
963-9165 or 916-0146
Mayerthorpe Diamond Centre, 786-

As your community newspaper, we are committed to
delivering the latest and most accurate COVID-19
news and local updates. We also remain dedicated
to serving our local advertisers, as they struggle to
overcome unprecedented economic challenges
resulting from the pandemic.

ADVERTISERS, call 780.962.9228
to learn how we can help you.

In uncertain and troubled times like today, the importance of local
news and community connection is more evident than ever. You can
help support businesses in our community by purchasing gift cards for
later use, frequenting restaurants that are open for takeout or checking
to see if your favorite businesses have opened online stores. You can
also support the future of local news and reporting by reserving your
ad space today and letting our readers know how they can help you!
Together, we are all stronger.

local community • local economy • local news
In Print & Online | 780.962.9228 | www.com-voice.com
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Classified Ads - Call 962-9228
Help Wanted

Services

Computers

Firewood

School Bus Driver needed
for Tri-R Buses Ltd., based in
Seba Beach, AB. Responsible
applicants holding a Class 1
or 2 license inquire for more
information. Call Ralph at
780-797-2219 (4) 30-06

Tutoring in your home, with
PPE, or distance via phone/
internet. Math tutor Gr. 9-12.
Call 780-887-6212. (16) 26-05

FREE Computers Checkup,
Repairs NOT over $50. You
can have today good clean
refurbished
upgraded
Laptop with Games, Pictures,
Music, Videos for ONLY $125.
Call 780-892-2407 (12) 12-05

Vehicles

SEASONED
FIREWOOD:
Birch, Tamarack, Spruce/
Pine & Poplar. 4x4x8 cord,
Split and delivered or pick up
at wood yard, 1/2 cord or full
cords available. Call 780-9675835 or 780-983-1495 (28) 3103

Stump Grinder For Hire –
Alberta Beach & Surround
areas. Call 780-779-3589 (28)
05-05

2008 Buick Lucerne, $3000.
Also 2013 Chev Malibu $8500.
Call 780-778-6956 (2) 30-06

Landscaping
& Maintenance

To Give Away
Free to a good home – red
wiggler earthworms with bin
for indoor vermicomposting.
780-887-6212 (F) 14-07

Antiques
EVER AFTER ANTIQUES &
COLLECTIBLES 4823 – 50
Ave., Alberta Beach. Phone
780-237-3528. OPEN: Thurs,
Fri, Sat and some Sun, noon
to 5 pm. Other times by
chance or appointment. We
buy and sell antiques and
unique collectibles! (11) 16-06

Miscellaneous
SeaCan Storage Containers
for sale, all sizes available, 10ft
- 53ft. Located in Entwistle,
4905 - 45 Ave. We Deliver,
Call 780-604-2276 or 780727-4062 (4) 07-07 OG

For Rent
AVAILABLE: 2 and 1 bedroom
in Entwistle building at 4932
50A Ave. Rent $695-$795, DD
$300. Tenant pays power.
Free
smoking
building.
Please, call Ivanka 780-8071300 (4) 23-06
Year Round Cabin For Rent.
North of Evansburg on Hwy
22 (15 mins from Evansburg).
$1050/month + DD. All
inclusive, utilities & TV, Max 2
people. Call 780-239-0553 (4)
30-06
Completely renovated Motel
in Onoway, AB. offering
daily, weekly or monthly
rentals. All utilities included,
55 inch tv with Satellite.
Double bedrooms, furnished
bachelors with full kitchen
and furnished 1 bedrooms
with full kitchen available.
Starting at $950 + tax. Please
call for viewing, 780-9674420 or 780-945-1723. www.
onowayinnandsuites.com (4)
07-07 OG
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